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One stop shopping means you can now buy standard metal 

trims and custom brakeshapes with the quality you have 

come to expect all from Stockton Products™. 

Stockton’s Custom Fabrication team uses the best 

equipment on the market to provide you with a level of 

precision and reproducibility unmatched in the 

industry. When other suppliers pass on difficult jobs,  

it’s Stockton you can rely on to get the project finished  

on time. If you can visualize it, we can fabricate it! 

Custom Track 
4 Custom Web/Drift Slots  

4 Custom Leg/Slot Lengths 

4 Custom Pitched Track 

4 Custom Track Width up to 12” Wide  

4 Custom Steel Thickness 26ga – 10ga +  

3/16 and 1/4 Thick 

Custom Pan Decking Accessories 
4 Pour Stops / Edge Form 

4 Bent Plate 

4 Z-Closure 

4 Finish Strips  

4 Valley/Ridge Plate  

4 Deck Plate 

Custom Load-Bearing Accessories 
4 Low Profile Backing 

4 Angles & Bent Clips 

4 Tube Steel Pony Wall Post 

4 C-Studs (Custom Wide Flange up to 10ga)  

4 Precision Laser Cutting  

4 3D Part Design  

4 Rapid Prototyping  

Custom Architectural Panels 

 

Custom Stucco Accessories  
for CI Stucco Assemblies 
Title 24 requirements has changed the way stucco  

assemblies are built. CI systems require custom ground sizes and 

Stockton Products™ has the precision machinery to make any of 

their product offering in any ground size as well as fully custom 

profiles to meet the needs of any CI Stucco Assembly.

“Need Custom Fabrication?  
  Bring it to Stockton!”
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Wire Corner Products From Stockton Products™ 
With more than 70 years of service to lath and plaster professionals, you can 

rely on Stockton Products™ to deliver quality wire products.

AA: ArchAid® 
● Available in Galvanized 

or Stainless Steel 
Designed for smooth, symmetrical arches and curves with 
minimal distortion. Enables faster construction of inside 
and outside curves. It has standard 2 3/8” legs; one is 
rigid and one is flexible to allow tailoring to the individual 
arch or curved radius. Available in stainless steel.

CAN BE
CURVED 

CAN BECAN BE
CURVED CURVED 

CA: CornerAid® 
● Available in Galvanized 

or Stainless Steel 
The premier product used for 
exterior corner reinforcing 
with conventional 3-coat 7/8” 
stucco. It features a five nose 
wire configuration that 
develops a strong, mechanical 
bond and a solid plaster 
corner. Full nine-wire construction yields a rigid straight 
corner. Available in stainless steel to be used with absolute 
confidence in high humidity and salt air environments. 
Extra nose wires provide increased structural rigidity. 
Stockton Products™ was the inventor of, and is the 
only manufacturer of, CornerAid® - the leading wire 
corner in the world. 

WA: WeepAid® 
● Available In 7/8” and  

1 1/2” Flange 
● Available in Galvanized 

or Stainless Steel 
Designed to act as a 
foundation screed for 
conventional 3-coat 7/8” stucco, WeepAid® maximizes the 
weep area and reduces the opportunity for stucco to stain 
or crack. Allows any moisture that gets behind the stucco 
to drain. Easy to tailor and trim. Can be used to form  
pop-outs around windows and doors as well as other 
“Ginger-Bread” details.
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BNII: Bullnose II 
● Available in Galvanized 

or Stainless Steel 
Used when the strongest rounded corners are desired. 
Comes with a standard 7/16” radius and 2 3/8” legs. 
DoubleWire has an additional line wire on the outside 
edges to provide additional nail points. Extra nose wires 
provide increased structural rigidity.

DOUBLE
WIRE  

FLANGE    

DOUBLE
WIRE  

FLANGE    

CAN BE
CURVED 
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PNCB: Plastic 
Nose Cornerbead 
● Available in Galvanized or Stainless Steel 
This is the premium five nose wire CornerAid® with a high 
impact, non-rusting plastic nose and is excellent for heavy 
rain, high humidity and salt air climates. It is also useful to 
the fireproofing industry for boxed and contoured “I” 
beams. Standard 2 3/8” legs. Available in stainless steel to 
be used with absolute confidence in corrosive environments.

DOUBLE
WIRE  

FLANGE    
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SAII: 
StocktonAid® II 
● Available in Galvanized 

or Stainless Steel 
DoubleWire has an additional line wire on the outside 
edges to provide additional nail points. Three nose wire 
lower cost product used for exterior corner reinforcing 
with conventional 3-coat 7/8” stucco. Available in stainless 
steel to be used with absolute confidence in high humidity 
and salt air environments. 2 3/8” legs.
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The Tru-Weep™ stucco accessories are a series of single and two piece, counter flashing stucco screeds 
specifically designed to be used with drainage mat. Weep slots are located along the back of the sloped leg in 

alignment with the drainage mat to allow water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

TWBF:  
Tru-Weep™ 
Base Flashing 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Weep Base Flashing is a single piece 
counter flashing stucco weep screed specifically designed 
to be used with drainage mat transition points between 
dissimilar claddings. Weep slots are located along the back 
of the sloped leg in alignment with the drainage mat to 
allow water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly. 

Tru-Weep™ Base Flashing is in compliance with  
2021 IBC: 2510.6.1

TWCB: Tru-Weep™ Casing Bead 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Casing Bead is a non-perforated 
customizable stucco casing bead. Whether the stucco 
assembly is utilizing  a drainage mat, continuous 
insulation, or traditional 3-coat the Tru-Weep 

 Casing Bead can be ordered in any ground size to 
accommodate the stucco assembly.

TWHJ:  
Tru-Weep™  
#9 Horizontal Control Joint 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Horizontal Control Joint is a single piece 
horizontal control joint specifically designed to be used 
with drainage mat. Weep slots are located along the back 
of the sloped leg in alignment with the drainage mat to 
allow water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

TWSD:  
Tru-Weep™ Soffit Drip 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Soffit Drip is a customizable soffit drip edge 
specifically designed to be used with drain mat stucco 
assemblies. Weep slots are located along the back of the 
sloped leg in alignment with the drainage mat to allow 
water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

Window

NEWNEW NEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEW



TWVJ:  
Tru-Weep™ Vertical Control Joint 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Vertical Control Joint is a customizable 
vertical control joint specifically designed to be used with 
drainage mat stucco assemblies. Tru-Weep™ Vertical 
Control Joint is to be used with drainage mat stucco 
assemblies per 2021 IBC: 2510.6.1

TWWF:  
Tru-Weep™ Window Head Flashing 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Window Flashing is a single piece window 
head flashing weep specifically designed to be used with 
drainage mat. Weep slots are located along the back of the 
sloped leg in alignment with the drainage mat to allow 
water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

TWWT: Tru-Weep™ Weep Screed 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ Weep Screed is a single piece counter 
flashing stucco weep screed specifically designed to be 
used with drainage mat. Weep slots are located along the 
back of the sloped leg in alignment with the drainage mat 
to allow water to efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

TWXLF:  
Tru-Weep™  
XL Foundation Screed 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Water Tested per ASTM E1105 ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
Stucco installation guidelines require stucco to be held up  
off the hardscape 2". The TWXLF provides weep slots in 
line with the drainage mat to maximize the drainage and 
ventilation per 2021 IBC: 2510.6.1 
The extended back flashing leg will protect balcony 
waterproofing membranes.
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Metal Products By Stockton Products™ 
We offer an extensive variety of standard and custom metal products for ventilation, 
moisture management and decorative reveal purposes. We offer most of our products 

in aluminum, copper, galvanized steel, bonderized, stainless steel or zinc.
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M-Slide™ Expansion Joints 
by Stockton Products™ 

When it comes to M-Slide™ expansion joints for moisture management,  
Stockton has eight styles that will move you.

MFR:  
Finish-Rite®  
M-Slide™ 
Expansion Joint 
- 2 Piece 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available With Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Galvalume®, Stainless Steel or Zinc ● US Patent 7,673,421 B2 
The dual function self-aligning expansion joint provides 
movement capability at floor line while allowing moisture 
to release from the top ground and lock out moisture 
from the bottom. Special "Step" on the attachment leg 
provides a locator for correct placement of the fasteners 
and helps keep the molding laying flat on the wall. 
Provides 1" of vertical movement.

SUPERIOR
MOISTURE
PROTECTION™

MSC: M-Slide™ 
Expansion Joint 
- 2 Piece 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Does Not Have A Plaster Return Key ● Available With Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Galvalume®, Stainless Steel or Zinc ● US Patent 7,673,421 B2 
The self-aligning, dual function M-Slide™ expansion joint 
provides movement capability at the floor line while 
providing a water management system that will allow 
moisture to release from the top ground and lock out 
moisture from the bottom ground. Provides 1" of  
vertical movement.

MSX: M-Slide™ 
Expansion Joint 
- 2 Piece 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available With Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Galvalume®, Stainless Steel or Zinc ● US Patent 7,673,421 B2 
The dual function self-aligning expansion joint provides 
movement capability at floor line while allowing moisture 
to release from the top ground and lock out moisture 
from the bottom. Special "Step" on the attachment leg 
provides a locator for correct placement of the fasteners 
and helps keep the molding laying flat on the wall. 
Provides 1" of vertical movement.

TWMFR: 
Tru-Weep™ 
Finish Rite®  
M-Slide™ Expansion Joint 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ M-Slide™ Expansion Joint accessory is 
specifically designed to be used with drainage mat. Weep 
slots are located along the back of the sloped leg in 
alignment with the drainage mat to allow water to 
efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

NEWNEW

NEWNEW
SUPERIOR
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SUPERIOR
MOISTURE
PROTECTION™
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TWMSX:  
Tru-Weep™  
M-Slide™ Expansion Joint 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots 
● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ M-Slide™ Expansion Joint accessory is 
specifically designed to be used with drainage mat.  
Weep slots are located along the back of the sloped leg in 
alignment with the drainage mat to allow water to 
efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

TWMSC:  
Tru-Weep™  
M-Slide™  
Expansion Joint 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Included 3/16 x 2” Weep Slots ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Stainless Steel or Zinc 
The Tru-Weep™ M-Slide™ Expansion Joint accessory is 
specifically designed to be used with drainage mat. Weep 
slots are located along the back of the sloped leg in 
alignment with the drainage mat to allow water to 
efficiently exit the stucco assembly.

VMS: Vertical M-Slide™ 
Expansion Joint - 2 Piece 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available With Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Galvalume®, Stainless Steel or Zinc ● US Patent 7,673,421 B2 
The unique hem design stops moisture penetration in a 
horizontal condition. The two-piece design allows for 
movement. Special “Step” on the attachment leg 
provides a locator for correct placement of the fasteners 
and helps keep the molding laying flat on the wall. 

SUPERIOR
MOISTURE
PROTECTION™

SUPERIOR
MOISTURE
PROTECTION™

WXJ: Water 
Management 
Expansion Joint 
- 2 Piece 
● Custom Sizes Available, Call Customer Service! ● Available With Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum, Copper, Galvanized Steel, 

Bonderized, Galvalume®, Stainless Steel or Zinc ● US Patent D850656 
Similar to the M-Slide™ Expansion Joint design, the WXJ is 
a two piece expansion joint that provides Superior 
Moisture Protection™ while offering movement at floor 
lines and other conditions requiring an expansion joint. 
Unique design provides a uniform look to the plaster 
return keys on both top and bottom legs when finished. 
Provides 1" of vertical movement.

NEWNEW NEWNEW

NEWNEW

POZ: Pozalite® 
Pozalite® is a unique concrete/stucco enhancer that improves pumpability, strength and 
open-time of cementitious materials. It’s Use means easier troweling, smoother pumping, 
greater productivity, better workmanship and faster clean-up. For commercial applications.
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Extruded Products From Stockton Products™ 
A comprehensive line of over 55 extruded aluminum products for drywall and plaster applications.  

Our selection include corner trims, channel screeds, drip screeds, reveals and plaster moldings.  
Special custom fabricated shapes are available. Please contact customer service for more information. 

CR-FCP: Channel 
Reveal for Fiber 
Cement Panel 
● Not Available Vented ● Available in Aluminum Alloy (6063 T-5) 
A decorative reveal used to create an aesthetically pleasing 
vertical accent between panels.

DMCT: High 
Strength Corner 
Trim 
● Available in Aluminum Alloy (6063 T-5) 
A 90° outside corner with taping flanges for drywall. 
Provides a high strength corner for high impact areas. 
Includes key holes for drywall mud adhesion.

DMPT 75:  
Pocket Trim 
● Available in Aluminum 

Alloy (6063 T-5) 
The DMPT Pocket Trim provides a smooth, in-plane 
transition between a drywall ceiling and an acoustical 
ceiling, and supports the acoustical ceiling tile. Key holes 
on the taping flange help key the drywall mud to the 
Pocket Trim.

FDM: F Drywall 
Molding 
● Available With Vents 

and/or Weep Holes ● Available in Aluminum 
Alloy (6063 T-5) 

A drywall stop/control screed for drywall, used at the top 
or base of columns, the top of walls at the ceiling, or at 
the base to create a reveal. Also used at the top of 
windows to permit the continuation of a horizontal reveal 
at the window line.

RBSV: Removable 
Balcony Soffit 
Vent 
● For New or Retrofit 

Construction 
● Available in Aluminum 

Alloy (6063 T-5) 
A removable soffit vent that permits access to the balcony 
soffit space for inspection at the balcony/wall transition 
and allows for free air movement and ventilation. 
Complies with the City of Berkley R1 and R2 Zoning 
Districts for Exterior Elevated Elements. 

XPM: X Plaster 
Molding 
● Available in Aluminum Alloy (6063 T-5) 
Creates a decorative inverted corner reveal detail for 
conventional 3-coat stucco at fascia/soffit conditions and 
around recessed entryways and doors. Can also be used to 
trim off the tops of pony walls and used as a drip edge on 
a fascia/soffit condition.
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NEWNEW

Stockton Products™ 
offers 17 Differenet 

Fiber Cement  
Panel Moldings!
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DRM-RR: Wall Reveal - Rated Reveal™ 
Stockton Products™ Wall Reveal - RatedReveal™ is an industry first, single piece Fire Rated Drywall Reveal Molding. RatedReveal™ 

eliminates the requirement for extra drywall when using standard aluminum Drywall Reveal Moldings within  

fire rated walls. RatedReveal™ has a factory applied intumescent strip strategically located along the interior web of the  

reveal profile. The intumescent strip will expand when exposed to elevated heat during a fire and completely seal off the gap in the 

drywall preventing the passage of fire, and smoke for one and two hour fire ratings. 

RatedReveal™ has been 3rd party fire tested per ASTM E119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Test of  

Building Construction and Materials, and is listed under report number WFCi Report #20091. 

Patent number 8,671,632 - 8,938,922 - 9,371,644
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